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DLVge, growing
ideas
From heating to cooling and from design to delivery;
DLVge has years of experience and expertise and is
the leading technical consultancy firm in the
greenhouse horticulture sector. We use advice and
support to arrange everything for you in a practical
and innovative manner, whether it involves complex
construction projects, difficult application processes
or challenging energy calculations. We make
everything crystal clear and help your company
to grow and flourish on the global stage.

Your project managed from A to Z,
or a part of it

01 Design & energy
Focus on major contours and the finest details. This allows us to
achieve the best possible results using innovative and cost-efficient
solutions in the field of energy, water and the environment.

02 Permits
We use our extensive knowledge to effectively arrange permit
applications and supervise procedures for our customers. And this
helps to save you a lot of time and effort! Because regulations and
law are different in every country, we work in close cooperation
with local architects outside the Netherlands.
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03 Specifications
Clear specifications make it easy for you to compare several
quotes. We compile these specifications so all constructions and
installations are perfectly in synch with each other.

04 Invitations to tender
The best price/quality ratio; that’s what you can count on when we
assist you in negotiations for installations and construction projects.

05 Implementation & consultation
We supervise and realise construction projects for the greenhouse
horticulture sector all across the globe. This means you will get
what you’ve paid for in accordance with planning and budget.

Construction
Investment in the future requires investment in your
business, whether it involves construction, renovation
or new installations. What is the best choice; are there
payback possibilities and is it a responsible choice for
the future? We are able to answer all these questions
thanks to many years of experience and expertise in
greenhouse horticulture.

Energy
Smart energy management helps to control the
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to realisation
◆

Screening installations

◆

Heating and cooling, for creating a suitable climate

◆

Water installations

◆

Electrical installations

◆

Assimilation lighting

◆

Cultivation facilities

energy costs of your horticultural business and makes
sure installations run efficiently. We use a tailor-made
approach to coordinate your energy needs and
energy generation, thus creating the best possible
energy mix between heating, cold, light, CO2 and
sustainability.
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Efficient energy strategy
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Investments, annual costs and subsidies

◆

Energy savings and optimisation

◆

Robust and easy to configure

◆

Focus on sustainability

Greenhouse construction, from consultation

“ Crystal clear advice, effective
realisation and practical support;
DLVge is the leading consultancy
firm in greenhouse horticulture.”

Permits &
the environment
Do I need a permit and what is the best way to obtain
one? We possess the required knowledge and take
care of everything within the Netherlands region;
when constructing, renovating or operating your
greenhouse, but also when changing energy source,
water storage or water use. We offer clear advice and
practical support.
Because regulations and law are very specific for

More information?
Visit www.dlvge.eu

every country worldwide and sometimes even differ
per local region, we only work in close cooperation
with local architects outside the Netherlands.
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